Civic Meeting Minutes
May 7, 2019

Attendance: Al Marks, Mick Fitzharris, Rick Smyth
Guests: Carol Larson, Ed Rohrbach, & Ragnar
Al Marks, Civic Chairman, convened the meeting at 7:34 p.m. and presented April’s
minutes, which were approved as presented.
Sherwood Green
Sherwood Green was grated, seeded and mulched with hay. Once the root system is
established, they plan to go back to lay batting and reseed again.
Trees
The tree that was dedicated to Betty Solway Smith, located on the Field Theater, was
removed because it was dead. It will be replaced with a Washington Hawthorn tree.
Carol would like to propose a Tree commission comprised of members from Civic
Committee, Forest Committee and a Trustee.
DPL removed a dead tree from Walnut Lane because it was on their wire.
New plantings of the 13 trees will planted this week by Woodlawn.
Civic members approved treatment of Ash tree located on the Green across from
2110 Cherry Ln.
A cluster of Sassafras trees located on the Green located near the Walt Whitman
Memorial appears to be dying. Over the years, the dead wood has been cut. Civic will
heavily prune it of all dead wood.

Parking
Civic will try to accommodate Shakespeare for a possible extended time to reserve
Field Theater.

Permit Form
Al will talk to Jeff Politis, Village Chairman, about permit form to reserve Field
Theater, Indian Circle and Sherwood Green. Civic recommends a separate permit
form be filled out for each venue (Field Theater, Indian Field and Sherwood Green).
In addition, instead of permits from each venue going to Civic for approval, would
recommend permit forms to go directly to appropriate committee. (Indian Field:
Forest Committee; Sherwood Green: BWVC; and Field Theater: Civic Committee).
At present, the form is on line. to be fill out and submitted directly to Village
Secretary, who forwards to Civic Committee, but permit form has not been working
for years. It fails to submit all data from fields. And finally, a communal calendar will
be needed to be shared with all three committees in order for each to post their
reservations with relevant information.
Meeting adjourned at 8:12 pm
Respectfully submitted,
Elizabeth Resko
Village Secretary

